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In some of our previous papers (1,2) we have shown that every sentence element
(the smallest of which is the morpheme) carries a certain degree of communicative
dynamism (to be referred to as CD in the present paper). (3) The degrees of CD,
however, vary from one element to another. This varying intensity of CD moulds,
so to speak, the sentence in a particular way, inducing the hearer/reader to impose
on it a definite kind of perspective. (4) Viewed in the direction from the begin
ning to the end of the sentence, the varying intensity of CD may manifest itself in
successive rises (which would be in accord with the basic distribution of CD), or
in successive falls, or in a curve of rises and falls. Owing to these rises and falls,
successive or not, every non-thematic element—and in fact, each of the more
dynamic thematic elements — is brought into relief, in regard to tne other element
(elements) conveying a lower amount (lower amounts) of CD. Although the highest
peak of relief is obviously attained by rheme proper (cf. note 3), the essential point
is that the degree of CD does not decide alone the degree of n o t i c e a b i l i t y of the
relief in which a sentence element will appear. The conspicuousness of the relief in
which a sentence element is set in regard to the other elements is in direct proportion
to the degree of difference ascertainable in the amounts of CD of those sentence
elements. It is on s t r i k i n g l y d i s t i n c t cases of relief (to be further denoted simply
as cases of d i s t i n c t relief) and on their relations t'o the shift towards nominal
expression that we want to concentrate in the first chapter of the present paper. (5)
Let us begin our discussion by illustrating the phenomenon of distinct relief (and
of relief in general) by means of the following example. (6)
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[1] Here the voices were always raised ; they became fervent . —
M 218.26 (7)
T u vzdycky zvysi 1 y zeny hlas a roz horli l y se . — M 340.26
"Here always rais ed -they women voice and (perf.pref.) -excited -they themselves ." (8)
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(Needless to say, they refers to voices, whereas the element -ly in rozhorlily refers to zeny.
This is, however, not relevant to our discussion.)

In the English version of [1] (9), here and voices constitute a considerably
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weak theme; and were, a very weak transition. These weak elements are followed
by noticeably stronger elements, i . e. by the rhematic (or perhaps at least strongly
transitional) always and the rheme proper raised. Similarly, the weak thematic they
and the weak transitional became occur before fervent, which is also a noticeably
stronger element, in fact the rheme proper of the second co-ordinate sentence. It
follows that the rises in CD, taking place after were and became, are very distinct,
and so is the relief into which the respective highly dynamic elements are thrown. (10)
(Needless to say, the rise in CD after voices is very slight, arid the relief in which
were is being set thereby is almost negligible.)
In the Czech version of [1], hlas seems to be more dynamic than its English counter
part, the voices. It has been, so to speak, crowded out by tu and zeny from the weakest
sphere of the theme; and if it has not passed into the sphere of transition, it has
certainly moved up very near it. Its final position in the sentence surely heightens,
though under the circumstances only slightly, (11) the amount of CD conveyed by
it. On the other hand, the elements vzdycky zvyiily and rozhorlily stand out in
distinct relief. There is an evident rise in CD between tu and vzdycky on the one
band, and an evident fall in CD between zvysily and zeny on the other. As to the
co-ordinate sentence after a ('and'), se is evidently weaker than rozhorlily, which
also appears in distinct relief.
It is clear, then, that both in English and in Czech, the phenomenon of relief
can be established. Our specimens, however, reveal interesting differences between
the two languages. Without attempting to generalize for the moment, we should
like to point out that the phenomenon of distinct relief is being brought more prom
inently to notice in the English version of [1] than in its Czech equivalent. Apart
from the fact that the element voices is less dynamic than the corresponding Czech
element hlas, English dissociates the rhematic notions with greater efficacy. This is
due to the fact that in the two English co-ordinate sentences of [1] the four prima
ry (12) categories are expressed by separate words before the respective rises
in CD (... the voices were ..., they became ...). In Czech on the other hand, these
four categories are indicated by words which at the same time convey the highest
amounts of CD.
">
It is essential to note that although the English version dissociates the rhematic
notions from the rest of the sentence with greater efficacy than" its Czech counterpart,
the respective degrees to which the English rhematic notions have been dissociated
are not the same. This is chiefly due to the fact that the item.raised is linked up
with were as co-conveyer of the secondary (12) category of voice. In a way, this
fink lowers the rise in CD and prevents the notion conveyed by the item raised from
being dissociated with full effect. Hence the relief cannot be so distinct with the item
raised as it is with the item fervent, where both the primary and the secondary
categories are_conveyed by a semantically weak element and occur before the rise
in CD. A l l this indicates what an important part the shift towards nominal expres
sion may play in shaping the FSP of the sentence. (13)
Before discussing further instances, let us pause to add a few words about the
concepts we have introduced and about the phenomena they denote.
We hope to have offered a satisfactory explanation of the concepts of rise and
fall in CD. As to the phenomena of s t r i k i n g l y d i s t i n c t relief (as a rule denoted
in this paper simply as distinct), we have refrained from giving an exact definition.
At the present stage of research we have to put up with the fact that it is difficult
to draw a well-defined line of demarcation which would separate the cases of strik
ingly distinct relief from those that should not be included under that heading.
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We hope, however, to be able to present some unmistakable types of the phenomenon.
The phenomena of rise in CD, fall in CD, and distinct relief, belong to the level
of FSP. But in order to understand how they function within the structure of a lan
guage, they have to be studied in their relation to the grammatical and semantic
levels of that language. As we have already pointed out, we intend to study them,
especially the phenomenon of distinct relief, in their relation to the shift towards
nominal expression. (As the mentioned phenomena can occur with any word of the
sentence, they might be studied from other semantic and grammatical viewpoints
as well. Such a procedure, however, lies beyond the scope of the present paper.)
As for the dissociating process, we have already studied some of its aspects in
an earlier paper. (13) It is fundamentally a semantic process, revealing a tendency
to give each semantic element (no matter whether conveying grammatical or lexical
meaning) its own separate form •within the sentence. In order to understand well
how this tendency operates within the structure of a language, it must be studied
also in its relation to.the grammatical and FSP levels of that ianguage.
Let us now adduce and comment upon some more illustrative examples. Like [1],
they all come within the sphere of ordinary instance levels (14), the most frequent
type of instance levels both in Czech and in English.
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[2] The old dog 'cut an ancient caper or two ... — M 206.11
Stary pes si nekolikrat jako za davnych dob po - skoci F' ... — M 327.11
"Old dog (refl. pron.) several^times as in old times (perf. pref.) - jump ed^-he ,
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[3] And she gave her strange neighing laugh ... — M 219.32
Za rehta l a se jako k u n . . . - M 342.4
"(Perf. pref.) -neigh ed -she (refl.pron.) like horse .
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[4] [Beryl felt] (15) that she was being poisoned by this cold woman , . . . —
— M 220.22
[Beryl mela dojem,] ze j i ta vystydla zenska kaz ! - , . . . — M 342.32
"[Beryl had impression,] that her this cold woman spoil^ing-is^-she , . . . "
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[5] On the grass beside her , lying between two pillows was the boy . — M 221.12
Mezi dvema polstafi lezel ^ vedle ni na trave jeji chlape6ek . — M 343.22
"Between two pillows lay beside her on grass her boy ."
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[6] ["This is too subtle for me!" He flung out the words,] but his open, quivering,
distraught look was like the look of a trapped beast . — M 222.18
[,,To je finta na mne!" hned vyhrkl,] ale pfitom se tvafi !
bezelstnis,
rozechvele a zmatene jako zvife, lapene do pasti . — M 345.2
["This is trick on me!" immediately out-blurted-he,] but simultaneously
(refl. pron. ) looked -he artlessly, agitatedly, distraughtly like animal caugh t
in trap ."
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[7] [And suddenly,his face dimpled;] it broke into a wide, toothless smile,
a perfect beam, no less . — M 223.15
[Nahle mu oblicej zvarhankovatel,] u sma l
se bezzube na cele kolo ,
vsecek se rbz zafi l ' — M 345.32
"[Suddenly him face dimpled,] (perf. pref.) -laugh ed -he (refl. pron.)
toothlessly on whole round (an idiom translating here E. wide — J . F.) ,
all (refl. pron.) (perf. pref.^-beamMed^-he ."
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[8] Linda was so astonished at the confidence of this little creature ... —
— M 223.21
Linda zas^Pa" nad troufalostf tohoto s t v o f e n i S k a . 3 4 6 . 1 4
"Linda marvel led -she at confidence pf-this of-little-creature ..."
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[9] [Now a stone on the bottom moved, rocked,] and there was a glimpse of
a black feeler . — M 224.26
[A tu se na dn§ pohnul a zakymacel kamen] a mihPo se cernS tykadlo ; . . . — M 347.11
"[And now (refl. pron.) on bottom moved and (perf. pref.)-rocked stone] and
flashed-by -it (refl. pron.) black feeler ; . . . "
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[10] And now there sounded the faintest •plop' .— M 224:30
A tu neco slabounce Splfchlo . — M 34/.15
"And now something faintly plopped ."
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[11] Over the verandas, prone on the paddock, flung over the fences, there"
were exhausted-looking bathing dresses and rough striped towels * .— M 225
Na verandach, obracenych k pastvisku, a na plotech byly roz^eseny
zplihle koupaci libory a pruhovanS osusky . — M 347.19
"On verandas, turned towards paddock, and on fences were out^-hung *
exhausted-looking bathing dresses and striped towels ."
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First, a word of explanation as to the italics in the English versions. They have
been used to set off the sections that have been thrown into distinct relief. As the
comparison of the English versions with their Czech counterparts will show, the
reliefs of the latter do not as a rule display such high degrees of distinctness as those
of the former. We have therefore abstained from using italics in the Czech versions.
' The rises in CD that have their share in bringing about the italicized distinct
reliefs seem to be evident. They occur after the semantically and dynamically (16)
weak forms of the verb to be (functioning as a copula in [5, 6, 8, 9] and [11], and as
an auxiliary in [4]), or after the semantically and dynamically weak items broke [7],
sounded [10], cut [2], gave [3]. The falls in CD seem to be evident as well; cf. the
substantival elements standing after the italicized distinct reliefs in [4] and [8].
(Note how in these two instances the item tkeand the two instances of this refer
back to ideas previously mentioned in the context, marking them out as thematic.)
Examining the mentioned distinct rises~in CD, we find that the shift towards
nominal expression plays an important part in effecting the italicized distinct reliefs.
A comparison with the Czech versions makes theEnglish shift especially clear. Just
compare (17), e. g., there was a glimpse with mihlo se [9], was so astonished with
zasla [8], she was being poisoned with kazi [4], cut an ... caper with poskocil [2],
gave her ... laugh with zafehtala se [3], broke into a ... smile with usmdl se [7].
It would be worth trying to indicate the varying degrees of CD within a sentence
by means of a contour-line, with a dotted (...), a broken (—) and a fullbold-faced
(_) section respectively representing the theme, transition and rheme. In this way,
especially in a string of connected sentences, the rises and falls in CD could be better
brought into proportion and accordingly graduated (cf. Note 10). Thus in a con
tour-line, the representation of a dynamically weak transitional element will be
placed lower than that of a dynamically strong transitional element, although their
numerical notations may be the same (cf. the representations of sounded* and slabounce in the contour-lines on p. 87). We are aware, of course, that the method of
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indicating the varying degrees/of CD within a sentence by means of contour-lines
would have to be further developed, and that the two contour-lines of [10] and
those of [12] and [12a] on p. 87, which are all given by way of illustration, are to
be regarded as merely tentative. Needless to say, we also appreciate the con
siderable typographical difficulties that a consistent realization of the contour-line
method may involve.
After these preliminary notes, let us concentrate on,some special issues that may
be called forth by the relations existing between the shift towards nominal expression
on the one hand and the phenomenon of distinct relief on the other.
It has already been pointed out. in our previous paper (18) that in the advanced
stages of the shift towards nominal expression, the predicative verb is more or less
disengaged from conveying the notional content; after such dissociation the latter
must necessarily' find expression, in some non-verbal element of the sentence. This
often leads to a special type of distribution of CD within the sentence, viz. in the
passing of the dissociated notional component into the sphere of the theme or into
that of the rheme, and in the appearance of the predicative verb itself as pre-emi
nently transitional. (19) Some of the instances under discussion lend themselves
very well to a comparison in the indicated respect.
Thus in [7] the notion of smiling has passed into the rheme, rendering the verb
pre-eminently transitional; in Czech, on the other hand, owing to the initial position
of its conveyer (usmdl), the mentioned notion appears as merely transitional, though
fairly intensive (owing to the perfective notion conveyed by the prefix u-). (20)
Similarly in [3]. Owing to the pressure of the sentence positions, the item zafehtala
of the Czech version appears as merely transitional, though fairly intensive (note
the pressure of the prefix za-). (20) In English, on the other hand, the corresponding
notion appears quite unmistakably in the rheme thanks to the presence of the'seinantically and dynamically weak gave.
In the Czech version of [9], mihlo is evidently transitional; lexically, it functions
as an element expressing 'emergence on the scene' (21). The amout cf CD conveyed
by the item mihlo, however, is somewhat raised, for the_ verb implies the notion
of 'a very swift, passing appearance'. In English, this very notion is not conveyed
by the verb, but by a noun that occurs after a distinct rise in CD, within the rheme
of the sentence.
Let us also compare the English and Czech transitional elements in [11], i . e. the
English were with the Czech byly rozvMeny.We can easily see that the simple were,
together with the preceding there, forms a markedly weak section which presents
a striking contrast to the highly dynamic rheme that follows. Elements that would
correspond to the Czech rozveseny — i. e. prone (22) and flung — and that would
strengthen the mentioned section before the rheme cannot do so because they occur
outside this section. Though not quite devoid of CD, they appear at the beginning
of the sentence and are so evaluated as thematic, or at most as weakly transitional.
In any case, they cannot lower the rise in CD that takes place after the item were
as rozveSeny lowers that after the corresponding Czech item byly.
Similar comparisons could be drawn between the Czech and English versions of [5]
and [6] respectively. Comparing the conveyers of the main predicative categories,
i. e. was with lezel (both [5]), and was with tvdfil se (both [6]), we again find that the
English verbs have been disengaged from conveying the notional content. This
renders them pre-eminently ^transitional and makes them function as a dividing point
(conspicuous, in a way, because of its very semantic and dynamic weakness) between
theme and rheme. The notions the -verbs have been disengaged from conveying
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find their expression outside the eemantically weak section represented by the verb —
cf. look (23) in [6] and lying in [5], The rhemes proper of the Czech and English
versions tally with one another (the boy — jeji chlapecek, of a trapped beast — zvife
lapene do pasti); the Czech versions, however, display a gradual rise in CD from
one element (or a group of elements) to the other, whereas the English versions show
distinct rises before their rhemes.
The above examples have convincingly shown what significant influence a semantically and dynamically weak verb may exercise upon the FSP of a sentence. In
comparison with such verbs as are stronger (both semantically and dynamically),
the described weak verbs in fact cause a special d i s t r i b u t i o n of CD within the
given sentence. This leads us on to another phenomenon which can equally be
observed in connection with the dissociating process, and which has its share in
bringing about distinct rises in CD and in throwing sentence elements into relief.
The phenomenon to be discussed is that o^compactness. .It can be illustrated
by the following sections quoted from the instances under discussion: an ancient
caper or two [2], her strange neighing laugh [3], his open, quivering, distraught loo
(24, 25), into a wide, toothless smile, a perfect beam, no less [7], a glimpse of a bl
feeler [9]. Each of the above sections is made up of a string of elements which differ
comparatively little from each other in the amounts of CD they convey. (The sections
[2,3,7,9] are entirely rhematic, and the section [6a] is entirely thematic. That their
component elements do differ in CD at all is partly due to the fact that under the
given circumstances the basic distribution of CD can assert' itself.)' A considerable
difference in CD, however, can be observed between each of the sections ([6a]
included) on the one hand and the neighbouring element (or, elements') on the othef
(cf. the fully quoted instances [2, 3, 6, 7, 9] above). This contrast in CD sets off each
section in its entirety against the neighbouring element (or, elements). In this way;
the comparatively little differences in CD as observed within such a section on the
one hand, and the comparatively considerable difference (or, differences) in CD
existing between the secti6n and the neighbouring element (or, elements) on the
other, render the section markedly compact, both from within and from without.
It follows that the phenomenon of compactness makes it possible for a string of
elements to be set off as a closely knit unit of components^ If the section is rhematic,
the phenomenon of compactness has its shaije in setting it in relief.
The phenomenon of compactness has been established on the FSP level and
cannot be identified (26) with any grammatical form. Yet, like other FSP (phenomena,
it can and must be examined in its relations to the grammatical structure, for it is
exactly the grammatical structure from which the phenomenon mayreceive effec
tive support. Therefore, let us again turn to the discussed sections and examine
them in the light of the relations existing between the phenomenon of compactness
and the grammatical structure.
'
'
On examining the sections, we find that each contains a noun (in [7] there are
even two such nouns) whose function it is to be the grammatical headword of a
nominal phrase (cf. caper in [2], laugh in [3], look in [6a], smiU and beam in [7],
glimpse in [9]). (27, 28) The relations between the headword and all the adjectival
elements subordinated to it — including also articles and words capable of serving
in their stead, and prepositional phrases with a second rank headword of their own
(cf. feeler in [9]) — are such as to form a particularly closely knit structure. Within
this structure, a significant role is being performed by articles and their substitutes
(her in [3], his in [6a]). These words semantically span, as it were, the field grammati
cally dominated by the headword to which they belong and thereby produce a
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specific unifying effect. It is evident that in bringing about the phenomenon of
compactness, FSP may enter into successful co-operation with grammatical struc
ture. This becomes especially evident if we resort to a comparison of the English
and the Czech versions of the- instance [2] and [6].
The phrase Startf pes [2] is as thematic as is its English counterpart The old dog.
After these thematic openings, however, the English and the Czech version differ
considerably. In English, the weak theme is followed by the semantically and dy
namically weak transitional cut, after which a distinct rise in CD is observed and
the reached high level of CD (slightly rising perhaps) is kept up to the end of
the sentence. In Czech, on the other hand, there is a gradual rise in CD, taking
place throughout the sentence and reaching its climax on the rhematic item
-poskocil. It is significant that under the circumstances the English r heme covers
a wider range of notions. Owing to the closely knit structure of the nominal phrase
an ancient caper or two (note the unifying effect of the article), the English rheme
comprises notions that in the Czech version are expressed by means of t r a n s i t i o n a l
elements; just compare the transitional nekolikrdt with the rhematic an... or two,
and the,transitional jako za ddvnych dob with the rhematic ancient. The compactness
of the English nominal phrase is evident.
As regards instance [6], the differences in the distribution of CD as observed
between the Czech and the English version have already been commented upon
(see pp. 83 — 84, and then also Notes 23 and 25). The reason why we take this
instance up again is the closely knit nominal phrase his open, quivering, distraught
lookiwhich eminently reveals the phenomenon of compactness (note also the uni
fying effect of the possessive his). l&t us first observe how this phenomenon, together
with other means, affects the ESP of the examined sentence (i. e. of [6]). Owing
to the pressure of the basic distribution of CD, which under the circumstances can
assert itself, and owing to the phenomenon of compactness) the closely knit nominal
phrase (containing as many as five words) comes to functipn as the theme. The
co-operation of all the means (including those of-the semantic and the grammatical
nature) involved in this process leads to the following result: the English version
renders thematic even those notions which in the Czech version appear as transi
tional; thus the thematic elements his'... look correspond to the transitional tvdfil se,
the thematic sequence open, quivering, distraught to the transitional bezelstne, roz
chvile a zmatene. It is worth notice that the discussed English nominal phrase is the
matic. This shows that the phenomenon of compactness is not at all excluded
from shaping the FSP outside the rhematic sphere. Another illustration of this
statement is offered by the following observation.
It should be noted that together with grammatical and semantic means (among
the latter, let us recall at least the dissociating process), the phenomenon of compact
ness co-operates in reducing the importance of the verb. Among other things, it
considerably loosens the grammatical and semantic relations by which the verb
may be bound to other words of the sentence. Thus, whereas in the Czech version
of the examined instance, the notions-of "openness", "quivering", "distractedness"
are rendered by means of adverbs (bezelstnS, rozechvele, zmatene'), in the Engli
version they are expressed by means of adjectives (open, quivering, distraught).
It is clear that the Czech verb stands in direct relation to the conveyers of the aboveenumerated notions, while the English verb is related to them much more loosely,
i. e. only through the medium of the noun.
Both our previous comment and our investigation of the phenomenon of compact
ness may have given a clear idea of the forces that are at work weakening the
(
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communicative value of the English verb of [6]; the communicative value is being
weakened grammatically, semantically and dynamically. The question, however, may
be raised whether the conclusions drawn from the comparison of the Czech and
English versions of [6] may claim any general validity. In fact, the objection might
be put forward that the English versions could be rendered into Czech as jeho bezelstny, rozechvely a zmateny pohled byl poMedem zvifete lapeneho do fasti, i .
a way closely following the English pattern. Moreover, one could object that all
the observations made above in regard to the English version of [6] refer (though
of course with a number of necessary modifications) to the Czech version just quoted.
The objection is true enough, yet it overlooks one important fact. The frequency
of the concerned pattern (a dynamically compact nominal phrase functioning as
theme + pre-eminently transitional verb + a dynamically compact nominal phrase
[or a nominal phrase which though not undoubtedly compact clearly occurs in dis
tinct relief] functioning as rheme) is by no means equal in the two languages. A l 
though by no means rare in Czech (see on it below), this pattern occurs, i n English
with much higher frequency. Undoubtedly, a greater frequency of this and similar
patterns intensifies the English shift towards nominal expression. On the other
hand, a higher frequency of the aforesaid patterns is in complete agreement with,
and in fact conditioned by, the very structure of the English language. All this shows
that the respective positions of the discussed pattern within the systems of the two
languages cannot be the same. The translator's avoidance of the pattern of the
English version thus appears fully justified.
Whether consciously or unconsciously, the translator refrained from raising the
frequency of a considerably nominal pattern, and preferred to use a verbal oner
despite a strikingly different syntagmatic arrangement of the latter. All this sup
ports the claim of the above comment (on [6]) to validity reaching beyond the exam
ined instance. Finally, it should be added that the differences in syntagmatic
arrangement and FSP revealed by the English and Czech versions seem to open
new vistas for further research, the results of which may prove valuable even for
the practical user of English and Czech.

The validity of the above comment (on [6]) is fully supported by J . V. BeJka's papers Kapitoly o feskem slovese (Chapters concerning the Czech Verb) (29) and Vyjadfovani sloveard
(Verbal and Nominal Forms of Expression). (30) The author adduces numerous instances of
semantically weakened Czech predicative verbs that combine with nouns or adjectives and
in this way replace semantically full verbs of current use. From a Czech stylist's point of view,
Becka regards the overgrowth, and in the case of certain types even the very existence, of these
combinations as deplorable. Apart from bearing out the validity of our comment on [6], however,
BeBka's papers are suggestive of some important observations.
Though by no means wishing to put up a case for the described Czech combinations (this
would not even be in keeping with the above comments on [6] and with the established qualitative
differences in regard to the respective shifts in English and in Czech, (31) we should like to point
out that, linguistically speaking, Becka's illustrative examples of such combinations usually
permit of being interpreted in terms of relief and of phenomena cognate with it. A few instances
with a brief commentary will substantiate this statement.
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[12] Ulozeni rakve do hrobu bude vykonano na hfbitovS Pere-Lachaise v naproste tichosti . — B 144.40
(The interment of the coffin will take place in the Pere-Lachaise cemetery in all
quietness . — "Deposition of-coffin in grave will-be out-carried ^in cemetery PereLaohaise in all quietness .")
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[13] Toto doplneni dukazu so* stalo podivnym zpusobem . — B 145.1
(This completion of evidence was made in a peculiar way . — "This completion
of-eyidence (refl. pron.) happened in-peculiar in-way .")
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. . . now there sounded the faintest 'plop' (the version of the original)
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neco slabounce splichlo (the version of the translation)
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[12]

Ulozeni rakve do hrobu bude vykonano na hfbitovS Pere-Lachaise v naprostG tichosti

[12a]

Rakev bude ulozena do hrobu na hfbitovS Pere-Lachaise v naproste tichosti .
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[14] Minuly ctvrtek pracova ! delnik Bflek na vykopavani mohutneho pafezu . —
B 146.10
(Last Thursday , the worker Bflek was engaged in digging out a huge stump . —
"Last Thursday , worked^-he worker Bflek at out-digging of-huge of-stump .")
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[15] . . . vsechna cisla suda jsou delitelna dvema ... B 146.38
(... all even numbers are divisible by two ... — "all numbers even are divi
sible by-two ...")
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A Czech stylist would no doubt prefer to have the sentences recast as follows: Rakev bude uloiena do hrobu .. .(The coffin will be interred ...); Dukazy se doplnily ... (The evidence wa
completed ...); Minuly ctvrtek vykopdval d&lnik Bilek mohutnij pafez (Last Thursday, th
Bilek was digging out a huge stump); ... viechna (isla sudd Ize deT.it ... (all even numb
be divided ...). So reworded, the Czech sentences raise the oommunicative value of the verb
.both semahtically and dynamically, which is quite in agreement with the general character of
the Czech language system. Consequently, in the reworded versions the rhemes no longer stand
ST so distinct relief as they did before the rewording. (32).This is clearly due to the lowering of
th e rises in CD occurring before the rhemes. In [12] and [13], the lowering is brought about
in that the compactness of the theme is loosened, one of the, thematic notions passing into the
sphere of transition: ulozeni ->• bude uloiena ; doplnSni -*• se doplnil y . In [14] and [15
it is the compactness of the rheme that is loosened, one of the rhqmatic notions becoming transit
ional: na vykopdvdni -*• vykopdva l ; (dilijtelnd -»fee*° (dlilit). In all cases the sphere of
transition is thereby strengthened.
The strengthening of the transitional sphere could be well illustrated by means of contour-lines.
Two of the contour-lines on p. 87 represent the original and the reworded version of [12].
There can be no doubt, however, that the original reliefs (and the original cases of compactness)
are in greater accordance with the communicative needs of the writer; for they enable him to
bring into effective prominence those notions which he thinks most significant, and to tuck away,
as it were, those which he considers less essential or almost unimportant, at the very moment
of communication. In other words, the original forms of FSP fully satisfy the communicative
needs of the writer; the original degrees of communicative value of the verb, however, are at
variance with the requirements imposed by the general structure of the Czech language.
- The former of these two observations (the one concerning FSP) accounts for the continued
existence and for the comparatively frequent occurrence (33) displayed by the discussed types
in Czech. It also explains why these types can mostly be found (33) in Czech professional prose
(whose writers, for obvious reasons, are concerned to distinguish between really significant
notions and those that are less significant or almost unimportant at the very moment of
communication). Finally, it implies that the existence of the discussed Czech types cannot be
accounted for solely by stylistic inefficiency.
On the other hand, the latter of the two above observations (that concerning the relation
of the communicative value of the verb to the general structure of the Czech languge) justifies
the endeavour of the Czech scholars to put a stop to the growth of the described constructions.
It also explains why Czechs often find it hard to follow an utterance unduly overburdened with
such constructions. It can be taken for granted, that is, that excessive use of elements not con
forming with the general structure of a language will, in the long run, impair the smooth functioning
of the language as an efficient vehicle of communication. Consequently, in an effort to develop
a truly efficient style it is not nearly enough to strive after a full satisfaction of one's own com
municative needs; it is also the needs of the recipient (reader or hearer), i. e. his right to receive
a lucid and perspicuous communication, that have to be taken into account.
The two above observations undoubtedly reveal an interesting case of tension between thought
and language. And it is surely not too pretentious to claim that a thorough study of FSP in all
it^ aspects and relations may throw much valuable light on the intricate relations of language
and thought.
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Winding up our notes on the phenomenon of compactness, we have to return
to the statement that the phenomenon belongs to the F S P level and cannot be
identified with any grammatical form (see p. 84). This in fact amounts to saying
that the phenomenon of compactness can be displayed by any elements that differ
comparatively little from each other in CD, but form a section which in its
entirety noticeably differs in CD from the elements which precede and follow it.
This wording does not want to ignore the support the phenomena of compactness
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may receive from grammatical structure; it admits, however, of various forms of
such support (some of them not being so effective as that coming from the nominal
type discussed above) without making the phenomenon of compactness depend
on grammatical structure. This means that by itself the grammatical structure
cannot call the phenomenon of compactness into play. This is quite understandable,
as the amounts of CD carried by the various members of a certain structure cannot
possibly remain unchanged throughout all instance levels.
The phenomenon of compactness certainly deserves more attention than it could
receive here. It may be hoped, however, that for the purpose of our general inquiry
into the relation of distinct relief to the shift towards nominal expressiorrthe above
observations will be found sufficient. We may pass on, therefore, to the latter part
of our inquiry, in which we intend at least to touch upon the effect the shift towards
nominal expression may exert on the context (i. e. on an utterance consisting of more
than one sentence). Before doing so, we want to broach two problems raised by the
dissociating process.
II
The dissociating process is in full accordance with the analytical structure of English.
From the FSP point of view it considerably reduces the number of words that
(within the first instance levels) can appear as conveyers-of heterogeneous amounts
of CD The heterogeneity is due to the fact that such words are composed of mor
phemes laden with unequal amounts of CD, just cf. za^fehtaPH^a with she gave
a neighing laugh ; j)o skoc m - with he cut ? a caper ). Or, to put the matter
positively, the dissociating process increases the number of semantic elements that
assume the form of separate words and in consequence may appear in relief b y
t hemselves.
A specially interesting case in point are the word-forms that serve, or evidently
tend to serve, as mere conveyers of the (primary and/or secondary) categories. Exam
ining the dissociating process in [2] — [11], we found_these conveyers functioning
as purely transitional elements (which is their constant function on ordinary instance
levels). On second instance levels, however, any one of them may appear by itself
(i. e. to the exclusion of all the other elements) in distinct relief and serve as rheme
proper. (Cf. the following examples in which the distinct reliefs (34) have been
italicized: "He mil go there tomorrow — Pujde tarn zitra /Zitra tarn pujde ;
I am writing a letter to Auntie — Pisu teticce dopis /Dopis teticce piSu ;
I do read such books — Ctu | takove knihy /Takove knihy ctu ; H e will
attend the lectures — Bude chodit na pfedna§ky /Na pfednaSky chodit bude ;
I should have gone there — Byl bych tarn §el .") In Czech, the conveyers of
the predicative categories can follow suit in so far as the general structure of Czech
allows of their being dissociated. This can happen, however, on a much lower scale
than in English because the Czech verb much oftener expresses dynamically hetero
geneous elements, i . e. the notional content and the primary and secondary cate
gories, in one word^form (35) — Consequently, in such cases it very often happens
that Czech rheme proper contains the conveyer of the notional content. (In other
words, if then not appearing in separate word forms, the morphemes conveying the
predicative categories cannot surpass the notional component in CD.)
A twofold conclusion may be drawn from these brief observations. First, the fact
that only part of the verbal form, not the whole of it (as may frequently happen in
Czech) should be entrusted with conveying rheme proper seems to be another con10
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tribution, or perhaps even result of, the English shift towards nominal expression.
Second, by relegating the notional component to the theme, English manages to
single out with delicate precision the very item to be communicated by such second
instance cases, e. g. an emphatic assertion of a previous statement. In our opinion,
this precision in communication, achieved on the F S P plane, seems to be a satis
factory compensation for the possibilities offered in other languages by relatively
free word-orders. This brings us to the other problem we wish to touch in the present
chapter.
Viewed in the light of FSP, the English tendency to dissociate the (primary
as well as secondary) categories aims at the establishment of a d i s t i n c t dividing
line between the rhematic and the non-rhematic section of the sentence (cf. our
above comment on hist. [2] — [11]). In this connection, the question may be. raised
whether it would be possible to bring this fact in relation to, and square it with, the
well-established English tendency to render the dividing lines between the wordcategories (parts of speech) far'less d i s t i n c t than in Czech. The following obser
vations will perhaps throw some light on this problem.
As has been shown in another of our papers, (36) both in English and in Czech
the verb is to be regarded as the principal and most adequate conveyer of predicative
categories. No other part of speech can take up this function with equal efficiency.
The general structure of English, however, makes it comparatively easy to relieve
the verb of all semantic content surpassing mere signalization of the predicative
categories. Unlike in Czech, this content is necessarily passed on to other parts
of speech, chiefly to nounrand adjectives, but also to adverbs and even prepositions^
As has been stressed by J . Vachek, the expression of action ceases in English to he.
a prerogative of the verb, being easily taken up by other parts of speech as well
(naturally, in co-operation with the rest of the sentence and the utterance in general).
(37) The share of the above discussed dissociating process in blurring the dividing
lines separating individual parts of speech is evident. It is, however, also evideat
that the dissociating process and the mentioned blurring play an important part
in enabling F S P to set non-verbal elements in distinct relief. As far as we can see,
this explanation offers another proof of efficient co-operation of levels within the
system of language. From the FSP point of view, it sheds interesting light on what
may be termed, after G. 0. Curme, the English love of concrete expression. (38)
In Curme's view concreteness of expression is attained in English if nominal
elements are given preference to verbal ones, in other words if the shift towards
nominal expression is given full play. This is because the meaning conveyed by
nominal elements is upon the whole more concrete in character than that conveyed
by verbal ones (39) Hence nominal elements are welcome means enabling the speak
er (or writer) to 'bring pictures before the mind' of the hearer (or, respectively,
reader).
Viewed in the light of the F S P theory, the 'bringing of pictures before the mind'
is greatly facilitated by the operation of the dissociating process and of the blurring
tendency. The two factors certainly belong to those features of general English
structure that make it possible for FSP to throw nominal elements into distinct
relief. It is not difficult to see that elements set in such relief are especially apt
'to bring pictures before the hearer's (or reader's) mind'; their aptitude for this
naturally results from the prominence they are being given through FSP in the very
act of communication.
As regards Czech, it can be said that the dissociating tendency rarely attains full
realization in it;' at the same time, the blurring tendency is virtually alien to the
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general structure of Czech. These facts can be regarded as further proofs of the
qualitative differences characterizing the Czech and the English attitude towards
nominal expression.

Ill
We'have proceeded far enough to examine the shift towards nominal expression
within the context (i. e. within an utterance consisting of more than one sentence).
Such examination is of special interest because it leads to better understanding of
the co-operation of the three examined levels (grammatical, lexical and that of FSP)
within the systems of English and Czech. Besides, it is within the context that the
minor causes of the shift towards nominal expression may be perceived to combine
into an active, significant force.
We have chosen an extract that has already been ably commented upon from
other points of view; (40) here it will be subjected to detailed analysis in regard to the
shift towards nominal expression. The analysis will show the all-round weakening
of the communicative value of the English verb. This weakening would come even
more to light if we could (inconsistently inquire into the extent to which the notional
components of the English and Czech predicative verbs are being disengaged from
conveying the (primary and secondary) categories, and (ii) consistently 'relief-map'
the English and Czech sentences. We have already given considerable attention
to the two methods of research; (41) only lack of space prevents us from applying
them consistently in this final section of our investigation.
It will be found convenient if the examined extract is first quoted in full, and
afterwards re-quoted, sentence by sentence, for special consideration.
[16] The discreet door shut with a click. She was outside on the step, gazing at
the winter afternoon. Rain was falling, and with the rain it seemed the dark
came too, spinning down like ashes. There was a cold bitter taste in the air,
and the new lighted lamps loked sad.,Sad were the lights in the houses op
posite. Dimly they burned as if regretting something.' — M 410.7
Zdusene' dvefe uz zatim zapadly. Stala na schudku a obzirala to zirnni od" . poledne. Prselo a s destem se snasel i soumralf a vifil jako popel. Ze vzduchu
ostfe 6p81 chlad a rozzate svitilnyvypadaly smutnS. Smutna byla i sv&tla
v protSjsich domech. Planula, jako by nSceho zelela. — M 519.18
Let us now interpret the extract sentence by sentence.
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[17] The discreet door shut with a'click . — M 410.7
Zdusene dvefe uz zatim z a ^ a ^ ^ . — M 519.18
"Discreet door already meanwhile (perf. pref.) -fall en-had -it ."
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The adverbial element with a click expresses the end of the act of closing, at the
same time effecting a quick transfer of the scene (from the inside of a little antique
shop to its outside; cf. the sequence She was outside opening the following sentence).
Though not explicitly conveying the 'olick',. and though assisted by the item uS
('already') in indicating the transfer of the scene, the Czech verb quite forcibly
expresses the end of the act of closing (the semantic content of the prefix za- allowing
of the interpretation 'dobfe se zavfit', i . e. 'to close well'). (41a) On the other hand,
the English verb is excluded from expressing both the end of the act of closing and
the transfer of the scene. From the FSP point of view, the English verb remains
transitional, the Czech verb, however, becomes strongly rhematic.
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[ 18] She was outside on the step , gazing at the winter afternoon . —
M 410.7
Sta l a na schudku a obzira l a to zimni odpoledne . — M 519.18
"Stoo d -she on step and observ^ing-was^-she the winter afternoon ."
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Whereas in English there is only one conveyer of the (primary and secondary)
categories (was), in Czech there are two (stdla,obzirala). Semantically, the first of
them (stdla), though comparatively weak, is still stronger than its English counter
part (was), which is virtually devoid of lexical meaning altogether. As to the second
Czech item (obzirala), its considerable semantic weight, heightened by the semantic
content of the inseparable prefix, is beyond all dispute. From the F S P point, of
view, the English verb remains purely transitional, whereas one of the Czech verbs
even moves into the sphere of rheme proper. (42)
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[19] Rain was falling , and with the rain it seemed the dark came
too , spinning down like-ashes . — M 410.8 •
p g 3o]2o io
destem se snasel i soumrak a vifi ! ' jako popel . —
M 519.19
"Rain^ing-was^-it and with-rain (refl. pron.) coming-down-was-it also
twilight and spinning-was?°-it like ashes ."
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In comparison with the possible wording It rained and It was raining, the author's
Rain was falling presents an advanced case of the shift towards nominal expression.
The notion of raining has been dissociated in the form of a noun which serves as
rheme proper. N6 such dissociation has taken place in Czech, where the notion of
raining is conveyed by a 'full-fledged' verb functioning as sole conveyer of rheme,
transition and theme.
As to the verbs of the co-ordinate principal clause, following after and/a the Czech
finite verbal forms sndsel and vifil convey the notions of descending.^nd whirling
round, respectively. In English, however, these notions are not carried by the
predicative verbal forms seemed and came (which in any case are semantically very
weak, serving respectively as* a modal exponent and as a verb of 'emergence on the
scene'), (21) but by the nominal participial form spinning down. It is true enough
that, iike seemed and came, the Czech elements sndSel and vifil also belong to the
sphere of transition; yet owing to their, fuller semantic content, the Czech predi
cative verbs stand nearer the rhematic sphere than their English counterparts.
Consequently, the respective rises in CD after the English and the Czech verbs
cannot possibly be the same.
It follows'that as in the two preceding English sentences [18,19], also the discussed
compound English sentence excludes the verb from the rheme, the rhematic
notions being conveyed by non-verbal elements: rain, dark, too, spinning down like
ashes.
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[20] There was a cold bitter taste in the air , and the new-lightedlamps
looked sad . — M 410.10
Ze vzduchu ostfe cpel chlad a rozzate svitilny vypadal y smutnS . —
M 519.20
"From air sharply reeked cold and new-lighted lamps looked -they
sadly ."
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The existential construction {there was) makes it, possible for English to express
by a combination of an-adjective and a noun(bitter taste) (43) what is expressed
in Czech by a combination "of a "verb and an adverb fostfe cpSl) ,(43) From the
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FSP point of view, the resultant rheme section a cold bitter taste (note the compacting
effect of the indefinite article), surrounded by the dynamically weak groups There
was and in the air (note the thematizing effect of the definite article), presents a firstrate example of distinct relief. The share of^he weak element was (which, semantically, forms a contrast to the weightier Czech element cpel) in bringing about this re
lief is evident.
As to the verbs looked -and vypadaly, they do not seem to differ much in theii
degrees of communicative value. Yet, even here the English verb is the weaker of
the two, which is due chiefly to its more pronounced copulative character, evinced
by the presence of an adjective instead of an adverb.
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[21] Sad were the lights in the.houses opposite . — M 410.11
Smutni byla i sv6tla v protSjsich domech . — M 519.21
"Sad were even lights in opposite houses ."
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Though, grammatically, the Czech verb is slightly weightier than its English
counterpart (the former giving a narrower specification of the grammatical person),
from the semantic and the FSP points of view both verbs are very weak. In both
languages, theVheme is conveyecLby nominal elements. The Czech and the English
rheme, however, do not correspond to each other; the comment on the following
sentence Will show (below) that this lack of correspondence is, among other things,
due to the all-round weakening of the verbal element in the English version of the
discussed extract. First of all, however , it is imperative to add a few words on the
Czech and English versions of [21] from the F S P point of view.
Whereas in English it is the adjective sad that constitutes the rheme, in Czech
this function is performed by the group i svetla.v protejsich domech. The aforesaid
group is marked out as rhematic owing to the presence of a special means of FSP,
the element i 'too, even'. (44) In English, on the other hand, the definite articles
before the words lights and houses (and similarly the definite articles before the
words... afternoon in [18], air in [20], and . . . lamps in [20]) seem to mark out
these words as thematic. Under the circumstances they seem to'refer to them as
to names of those components of 'the winter afternoon' scene (cf. [18]) about" which
some observations are being presented in the rhematic sections of the sentences
concerned. In this way the above-mentioned definite articles help to build up what
may be called the thematic layer of the English version of the discussed extract.
As for the adjective sad, its rhematic character is further supported by the unusual
position of the adjective "at the beginning of the sentence. This unusualness of
position will certainly be felt as more marked in English with its grammatically
fixed word-order patterns than in Czech, whose'word-order patterns are far less
determined by the grammatical principle. An unusual position, this time of an
adverb (dimly), is'displayed also by the English version bT the last sentence [22]
of the discussed extract.
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[22] Dimly they burned as if regretting something . — M 410.12
Planu l a , jako by neceho zele l a ..— M 519.22
"Burn ed -they as-if (aux.verb.form)' something
regret ting-were they ".
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Taking a clause for a separate sphere of the basic distribution of, CD, (45) we
find that both verbs of the Czech version express the rhemes. In English, on the other
hand, the only predicative verb is transitional, being surpassed in CD by the initial
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adverb dimly and by the final participial construction. It maybe argued, and rightly
so, that dimly should not have remained untranslated, but rendered by some Czech
equivalent, perhaps by kalne. (46) It is interesting that even if an equivalent had
been introduced into the translation, the prepositive kalne (Kalne planula...)
would not detract from the CD of planula as the prepositive dimly does from the
CD of burned. This is due to the deviation from the normal word-order in English,
which renders the initial position of the adverb marked and emotive. This fact
testifies to the important part the grammatical principle may play in deciding the
degree of emotiveness conveyed by a word-order pattern, i It also reveals how the
fixed position qf the verb may entail a decrease in the CD, and hence in the communi
cative value of, the verb. As to the decrease in CD, it seems to be all the more notice
able as the rhematic dimly further develops the trend of thought conveyed by the
rhematic elements sad, repeatedly found in [20] and [21]. A l l these expressions be
long to what might be termed the rhematic layer (47) of the English version
of the extract. (It will be noted that the corresponding section of the Czech
rhematic layer, made up by the elements smutne, i svetla v protijSich domech, pld
polala, lack such semantic homogeneity.) (48) Besides, it should be pointed out
that the described semantic and F S P links between the elements sad of [21] and
dimly of [22] are strengthened by the formal similarity of the word-order patterns
(i. e. by the inversions) of the two sentences. In this way, the communicative value
of the mentioned non-verbal elements (sad, sad, dimly) becomes enhanced, and,
on the contrary, that of the accompanying verbs (burned included) becomes consid
erably diminished. And, last but not least, the described semantically homogeneous
section of the rhernatic layer becomes set off, owing to the noticeable reliefs in
which the examined elements appear (at least the reliefs into which the two occur
rences of sad are brought may be denoted as fairly distinct).
It may be hoped that the analysed extract [16 — 22] has shown with sufficient
clearness how the grammatical, semantic and F S P factors may combine in English
in order to bring about a marked decrease in the communicative value of the predi
cative verb within a connected text. Other Czech and English extracts could
be adduced 'and compared Admittedly, both in English and Czech the degrees of
weakening of the verbal element will vary according to the style required by the
subject-matter and to a certain extent even according to the individuality of the
writer. Still, the findings of this paper as well as those of other papers concerned
with the English "shift towards nominal expression, seem to warrant the conclusion
that the difference in the degrees as displayed-Jby English and Czech texts is so marked
as to suggest a qualitative difference between the structures of the two languages.
It is only natural that this qualitative difference should affect the choice of means
used in the very act of communication.
'
*'
,
There is another problem that calls for some cpnsideration. From the point of
view of the very act of communication, the most important elements are undoubted
ly those occurring in the rhemes. These elements, which form the rhematic layer
of an utterance, are the real conveyers of communication. It may then be of some
use to focus our attention on the rhematic layers of the English and Czech versions
of the discussed extract. In English, the rhematic layer is made up as follows:
... with a click [17]; . . . outside on the step, gazing at? ... [18]; Rain
...,
the dark .. . too , spinning down like ashes * "[19]; ... a cold bitter taste ...,
... sad [20]; Sad?" .. .[21]; Dimly ... as if regretting something [22]. On the other
hand, the Czech rhematic layer contains the following elements: . . .
za^pad^Vy
[17]; . . . naschudku a obzira^a
... [18]; PrSe^l^o
... i soumrak ... jako
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yopel [19]; . . . chlad ... smutne [20]; . . . t svetla v protejSich domech [21]; PIanu^a
... zelepopoa [22].
A comparison of the English and the Czech rhematic layers reveals the following
striking difference: whereas the English rhematic layer contains not a single.pre
dicative verb (i. e. not a single conveyer of predicative categories), the Czech rhematic
layer contains five of them (in contrast with the non-verbal rhematic elements,
they haye been spaced out). Needless to say, we do not contend that the quoted
ratio is universally valid (cf. our above notes on the varying degrees of the weakening
of the verbal element); it confirms, however, that the tendency to relegate the
predicative verb (occurring on ,the ordinary instance levels) to the transitional layer
qf the utterance is at work with much greater force in English than in Czech. In
other words, the general structure of English — on a much larger scale than that
of Czech — (i) favours the expression of rhematic notions rather by nominal than
by verbal elements, and (ii) ultimately tends to render the predicative verb markedly
transitional. On the other hand, the general structure of Czech — on a. much larger
scale than that of English — (i) liberally permits the predicative verb to convey
rhematic notions, (ii) liberally permits the transitional verb to move up close to
the rheme. Consequently, as a'rise in CD before a rhematic element is more conspic
uous if occurring after a markedly transitional verb than after a Verb coming up
closer to the rheme, the relief with which the entire rhematic layer is set off
against the other (i. e. the thematic and the transitional) layers is more conspicuous
within an English ^utterance than within its Czech equivalent. This conclusion
bears out our observations offered in Chapter Two of the present paper, concerning
the tendency towards the introduction of distinct dividing lines between non-rhematic and rhematic elements as well as the tendency aimed at increasing-the number
of dynamically homogeneous words.
The argument of the present chapter may be summed up as follows. If the rhe
matic layer contains the real conveyers of communication, then the elements occur
ring within it are of paramount importance in regard to the communicative needs
of the speaker. As the rhematic layer of an English utterance unmistakably tends
to be pre-eminently nominal, the English verb, loses considerably in its communi
cative value in favour of the nominal elements. Thus, viewed in the light of
FSP theory, the high communicative value of the nominal elements in the veryact
of communication is by no means a negligent factor in the continuously streng-,
thening present-day shift towards nominal expression in English.
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IV
We have come up to the close of the present paper in which we have set out to
study the function of the English and Gze6h verbs in the veryact of communication.
Here we have mostly concentrated on how this function operates from the point
of view of FSP. I n one of bur previous papers (49) we have examined the respective
positions of'the Czech and the English verb in the systems of English and Czech,
and found that both language structures possess channels through which a shift
away from verbal to nominal expression may take place. The intensity of this shift
is directly proportioned to the gradual loss in the communicative value of the verb
in regard to its grammatical, lexical and F S P functions. Our above-mentioned
paper has also revealed that English and Czech differ widely in their respective
attitudes to the use of the described channels. Whereas English, as it were, widens
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the existing- channels and opens new ones, Czech narrows them, preventing new
ones from springing into being. In the present paper it has been shown that
in Czech a marked tension arises between the shift towards nominal expression
on the one hand and the tendency -to keep up a comparatively high communi
cative value of the verb on the other. This tension, in fact, assumes such a form
as to make "it possible to speak of an anti-shift towards nominal expression in
Czech. This testifies to a marked qualitative difference between the English and
Czech structures.
In English, on the other hand, the situation is different. True enough, the verb
remains the most adequate conveyer of-the predicative, categories of tense and
mood (50), asserting its position of the' most suitable grammatical centre of the
sentence (51) and in this way setting up definite limits to the shift towards nominal
expression (52); for all this, however, the English verb shows considerable losses
in communicative value. Unlike in Czech, these losses — which can be observed on
all three indicated levels, but chiefly on the lexical and on that of FSP — notably
change the position of the English verb within the structure of the language and
remarkably affect its role in the very act of communication. It is essential, however,
that the losses do not impair the communicative efficacy of the English sentence
in particular and utterance in general. The very opposite is true: being semantically
weak, the English verb may serve as a transitional element, allowing the rhematic
nominal elements to come into prominence and so adding to the concreteness of
English expression. As for the utterance, a semantically and. dynamically weak verb
may help to bring into prominence the rhematic layer, i . e. the most essential part
of the communication. All this is achieved through the joint functioning of the gram
matical, lexical and FSP levels, the analytic character of English playing no little
part in this co-operation.
It is perhaps the constant regard to this co-operation and to its relation to the
entire language system that may justify the existence of the present paper.
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NOTES

(1) The present treatise forms the third instalment of a study dealing with some aspects of
the shift from verbal to nominal expression within the structure of the English language. The
first, entitled Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the Verb in English, German and Cz
appeared in Brno Studies in English I, Prague 1959, pp. 39—63; the second, entitled More Thoughts
on the Communicative Function of the English Verb, in the Sbornik pracifilosofickefakulty brnfcnske
university. 1959, A 7, pp. 74—96.
(2) Esp. in the paper Pozndmhy h problematice anglickiho slovniho ppfddku s hlediska aktud
tTenini vitniho (Some Notes on the Problem of English Word-Order from the Point of View o A
Sentence Analysis), Sbornik pracifilosofickefakulty brnSnske university 1956, A 4, pp. 94—107;
and in the paper Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the Verb in English, German a
Czech (Note 1).
(3) The degree of CD conveyed by a sentence element is determined by the extent to which
the sentence element contributes to the development of the communication. This is undoubtedly
most developed by those elements that convey the new piece of information and are referred to
as the rheme of the sentence.lt is least developed by those elements which convey something that
is known, or may be inferred, from the verbal or from the situational context, or simply some
thing that evidently constitutes the starting point of the communication within the sentence; these
elements are referred tt> as the theme of the sentence. Elements which belong neither to the
theme nor to the rheme form a kind of transition. — Between the comparatively least important
element, the theme proper, and the comparatively most important element, the rheme proper,
one oan observe a gamut of degrees of varying importance, of varying/CD. It is, of course, not
always easy to draw an exact <dividing line between the transition and the thema on the one
hand, and the transition and the rheme on the other. In such cases it is necessary to attempt
at least a correct estimate of the relative importance of the elements composing the analysed
structure.
•
~
^
The described method of analysis will be appliedto all instances examined in the present paper.
The smallfiguresplaced above "the line after a word or group of words (see, e. g., instance [1] on
p. 79) represent the gamut of CD as displayed by the elements within theme
..'.),
transition ( - ...) and rheme ( - - . . . ) . (The numbers , . ,
are used if no further
differentiation within theme, transition, and rheme, respectively, seems necessary.
Let us add that if not interfered with, word-order creates what we have called the basic
distribution of CD. This means that in distributing CD the sentence positions, as they follow
each other from beginning to end, tend to run through the basic gamut starting with theme proper
and finishing with rheme proper. There is, however, a certain tension between the sentence po
sitions as conveyers of the basic distribution of CD on the one hand and the context, together
with the semantic-contextual means on the other. (By semantic-contextual means we understand
words that on account of their specific semantic character show quite a particular relation
to the context.) This tension may result in a truly manifold and effective co-operation of all
the concerned means of the functional sentence perspective (i. e. the sentence positions on the
one hand, and the context, together with semantic-contextual means, on the other). These
and other problems pertaining to functional sentence perspective (see below and Note 4)
have been dealt with in detail in the two papers quoted in Note 1 and in K otdzce nezdkladovjjch
podmitu v souiasni angliitini (On the Problem Of Non-Thematic Subjects in Contempora
English), Casopis pro.moderni filologii 39/1957, pp. 22—42, 165 — 173; in Some Thoughts on the
Function of Word-Order in Old English and Modern English, Sbornik praci filos. fak. brnSnsk
univ. 1957, A 5, pp. 72—98; and in Bemerlcungen iiber einen deulschen Beitrag zum Pro
der Satzperspektive, Philologica Pragensia 1/1958, pp. 49—54.
(4) Referred to as the functional perspective of the sentence, or functional sentence perspective
(to be denoted as FSP). Cf. Note 3.
(5) It perhaps goes without saying that we are far from setting out to prove that every English
sentence displays the phenomenon of distinct relief brought about by the shift towards nominal
expression. Yet the cases showing the phenomenon are frequent enough to deserve our attention,
for they throw valuable light on the interrelations between language, thought and reality as
revealed by cases participating in the shift towards nominal expression. (See also Note 6.)
(6) In connection with rises and falls in CD within the sentence, it is perhaps not quite inap
propriate to think of a relief-map showing the elevations and depressions of the earth's surface.
In examining the rises and falls in CD and the subsequent levels, or even peaks of CD attained
by the various sentence elements, we are, in a sense, 'relief-mapping' the sentence. And we do
not think it an exaggeration to maintain that such 'relief-mapping' may promote better knowledge
of the funotion of language in the very act of communication.
1 2 ,
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(7) M stands for the Collected Stories of Katherine Mansfield (Constable, London 1948) or for
its Czech translation (Katherine Mansfieldova, Zahradni slavnost, transl. by Hana Skoumalova and Aloys Skoumal, Vysehrad, Prague 1952). The figures after the instances give
the page and line on which the quoted instance begins (the lines taken up bythe headings counting
as well). On the small figures placed above the line, see Note 3.
($) An attempt at a reasonably literal Czech translation is offered in quotation marks for the
benefit of those who are not accustomed to read Czeoh. The translation preserves the order of
the Czech words, but cannot always go the length of keeping the order of morphemes within
them. The corresponding Czech and English morphemes, however, can be easily identified with
the help of the littlefiguresabove the line of print. (Thesefigures,of course, are primarily intended
to indicate the degree of CD of all those preceding elements — with the exception of conjunc
tions and similar introductory words — that stand without such indication.) In order to avoid
unintelligibility, we have left some Czech elements untranslated; their semantic function, however,
is sufficiently shown by the indication of their grammatical character in parentheses (cf., e. g. [3]
on p. 81). It should be pointed out in this connection that a Czech perfectivizing prefix with
a numerical index is supposed to express some special lexical' meaning and to convey a somewhat
higher amount of CD than the remaining part of the verbal form (cf. More Thoughts ... [Note 1],
p. 88). As regards the prepositions that have been hyphenated with their headwords (cf., e. g.
of-this in [8] on p. 82), they are to correspond to Czech inflexional endings. (No attempt, however,
has been made at a consistent indication of Czech inflexions.)

(9) I. e. in example [1] on p. 79". When referring to examples we shall give only their nurrbers
in square brackets. The context will make it sufficiently clear whether the Czech or the English
version is referred to.
(10) The numerical notation does not fully disclose these facts. It should be pointed out once
for all that although a rising sequence of numbers, e. g. ttmt of _ " \ indicates a rise in CD,
it fails to give the exact degree of the rise.
(11) . Hlas is in fact a thematic element as it conve};> jv notion that may be gathered from the
previous context.
(12) I. e. those of person, number, tense and mood. The categories of gender, voice, aspect
(in Czech), actuality (in English) are regarded as secondary. Cf. More Thoughts on the Communicati
Function of the English Verb (Note 1).
]
(13) On the tendency to dissociate the primary and secondary categories as an important
factor in the shift towards nominal expression, see More Thoughts ... (Note 1), passim.
(14) In this way, we exclude from our observation what we have tentatively called special
instance levels, and superinstance (second instance) levels. The latter cover sentences in which
any word, provided it is a heavily contrasted one, may become rheme proper (cf. 'Here the voices
were always raised'). Under the heading of the former come sentences containing an element
that has been superimposed upon, or built into, an already formally complete sentence structure
in order to rhematizc (or even turn into rheme. proper) any element within that structure (cf.
the function of the intensifying even in 'Here even the voices were always raised'). For an exposi
tion of the instance levels, see Chapter Three of the Thoughts... (Note 1). The theory of instance
levels has been suggested to us by D. L. Bolinger's observations on second instance sentences
in Linear Modification, PMLA 1952, p. 1123. ~
(15) Throughout the present paper, those parts of the quotations that do not come in for
discussion appear in square brackets.
(16) Whenever used in the present paper, the adjective dynamic is to be understopd to be
employed in the sense of 'communicatively dynamic'. With due mo'difications, the same holds
good for the adverb dynamically.
(17) Recalling the observations offered at the beginning of this chapter, we need not perhaps
add any further comments on these quotations. The spaced English words (italicized ill the full
quotations above) belong to the distinct reliefs.
(18) See More Thoughts... (Note 1), pp. 92ff.
(19) It is quite in accordance with what has so far been set forth that the described phenom
enon will be found on a much larger scale in English than in Czech. This implies that the
phenomenon is by no means excluded from Czech structure. See more about it on p. 86ff.
(20) On the function of the Czech perfective prefixes viewed in the light of PSP theory, see
More Thoughts... (Note 1), pp. 83—86.
(21) This phenomenon has been treated of in greater detail in our paper On the Problem of
Non-Thematic Subjects... (Note 3). See also our papers Some Thoughts on the Function of W
Order... (Note 3), pp.. 78—79; Thoughts on the Communicative Function... (Note 1), pp. 48.
(22) Prone has not been rendered correctly. It doej not refer to the 'verandas', but to the
z o

r
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'bathing dresses' and 'towels'. Like flung, it indicates the way in which the 'bathing dresses'
and 'towels' have been put into their positions in the described scene.
(23) The noun look occurs twice in the sentence under discussion. On its first occurrence,
it appears as thematic. On its second occurrence, in spite of the repetition, it is fairly dynamic.
This is because it assists in instituting a comparison. On the other hand, it is weakened by the
repetition, which explains why it is appreciably weaker in CD than the following words of a trapped
beast, which constitute the rheme proper. The relief, however, into which the nominal phrase
like the look of a trapped beast has been brought is undoubtedly distinct.
(24) The letters a and b having been added to distinguish between two sections, both of
which belong to one and the same sentence. Cf. Mote 25.
(25) The English version of [6] contains another nominal phrase (like the look of a trapped
beast) which we denote as [6b]. Strictly speaking, however, it does not display the phenomenon
of compactness because of the repetition of the word look (cf. Note 23). Yet, occurring in distinct
relief, the nominal phrase has a considerable share in reducing the communicative value of the
predicative verb.
(26) See more about it on pp. 88ff.
(27) On feeler in [9] cf. below.
(28) Look in [6b] could be quoted as well. Strictly speaking, however, it does not reveal the
phenomenon of compactness. (Cf. Note 25.)
(29) Nase fee 17/1933, esp. pp. 97-102 and 225-230.
(30) Nase fee 24/1940, esp. pp. 144—152. Instances quoted from this paper are denoted by B.
(31) Cf. our More Thoughts... (Note 1), passim.
(32) If our conclusions arrived at so far are applied to the parenthesized English translations
of the reworded Czech sentences, we should obtain the following results. Even after the rewording
the English sentences show an unmistakable shift towards nominal expression. Even the rises
and reliefs occurring after the weakly transitional elements (will be, was, was, can be) appear
fairly noticeable. All this goes to prove the validity of our above comment (on [6]).
(33) These are relative statements. They by no means contradict the above comment (on[6])
maintaining' the definitely higher frequency of the discussed types in English than in Czech.
(34) On second instance levels, the one element functioning in the given sentence as rheme
proper — in contrast with the other elements that form an extensive theme proper — always
appears in distinct relief.
(35) In this connection cf. B. Trnka's observation in his paper Analysis and Synthesis in
English, English-Studies 10/1928, p. 143: "In English this feeling [i.e. the morphological feeling —
J . F.] appears as the syntagmatical or sentence feeling, in Slavonic languages as the etym
logical or word feeling. The sentence feeling leads to the conception of a word as a morphologically
unchaged unit and as a member of the sentence, and prevents the analysis of the, word into its
parts'and the derivation of new words. The etymological feeling on the other hand makes the
speaker feel words as composed of several parts and leads him to derive new words."
(36) See More Thoughts... (Note 1), pp. 82-83, and 90—91.
(37) J . Vachek, Lingvistickd charakteristika soucasni angliUiny (A Linguistic Characterol
of Contemporary English), Prague 1958, pp. 106—107.
(38) See G. O. Curme, A.Orammar of the English Language II, Boston 1935, p. 68: "The
English mind is fond of such concrete expression."
(39) J . Vachek, op. cit., p. 107.
(40) See J . Caha, Mansfieldove "Zahradni slavnost", Pokus o rozbor pfekladu (Czech T
lation of Mansfield's 'Garden Party', An Attempt at an Analysis of the Translation), Casopi
pro modernifilologii37/1955, p. 295.
(41) On method referred to under (i) see More Thoughts... (Note 1), passim, on that referred
to under (ii), see Chapter One of the present paper.
(41a) On the function the Czech perfectivizing verbal prefix may play in FSP, see More
Thoughts... (Note 1), p. 88.
(42) The English rheme, which is predominantly nominal, explicitly underlines the transfer
of the scene through the presence of the element outside. This bears out J . Caha's observation
(op. cit., p. 295) that there should have been an equivalent of that word in the Czech translation.
(43) On the psychological transfer from the sphere of taste to that of smell (taste — 6pSl),
see J . Caha, op. cit., p. 295.
(44) On special means of FSP, operating on special instance levels (cf. Note 14), see Thoughts...
(Note 1), p. 53.
(45) On lower and higher spheres of the basic distribution of CD cf. our paper Thoughts...
(Note 1).
(46) Cf. J . Caha, op. cit., p. 296.
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(47) In our opinion, the study of the thematic, transitional and thematic layers of context
would disclose further facts about the lexical, grammatical and FSP systems of language.
Though conceived in a somewhat different way than the present study, J . V. BeBka's paper
Stylistika a rozvijeni myslenkovi linie (Slylistics and the Elaboration of the Trend of Thoug
Slovo a slovesnost 18/1957, pp. 197—216, contains a number of observations relevant to the
suggested questions. The problem of the thematio layer is taken up in a suggestive article by
K. Boost Der deutsche Satz, Die Satzverflechtung, Deutschunterricht 2/1949, 3. Heft, pp. 7 — 1
(48) Even the question of semantic homogeneity of the rhematic layer invites further research,
as it might again throw some light on the interrelations between language, thought and reality.
(49) More Thoughts... (Note 1).
(50) Op. cit., p. 82.
(51) Op. cit., p. 83.
(52) Op. cit., p. 90.
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S 0 U H B N.

0 sdeinl hodncte novoang-lickelio slovesa urSitlho

Studie tvofi tfeti S4st prAce, kter4 zkoum4 anglicky posun od vyjadfov4ni slovesneho k vyjadfov4ni jmennemu. Prvni Cast, nazvanA Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the
Verb in English, German and Czech (Ke komunikativnl funkci slovesa v angliStinS, nSm
a 6eUini), vysla v sborniku Brno Studies in English I, Praha 1959, str. 39—66, druha cast,
nazvana More Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the English Verb (DalM myilenk
0 komunikativnl funkci anglickiho slovesa), v Sbornikufilosofickefakulty brnenske university
1959, A 7, str. 74-96.
I. Autor si vsimA toho, jak se tendence formalne vydelovat a neopakovat nositele zAkladnich
predikacnich kategorii (osoby, cisla, 6asu a zpusobu) jevi ve vztahu k jistym jevum funkcnl
perspektivy vetne (= FPV). Jde v podstate o nAsledujici skuteCnosti, neustAle v praci demonstrovane na anglickem a ceskem materialu.
FPV se utvafi stoupdnim a klesdnim vypovedni dynamicnosti vetnych sloiek. Stoupnutf,
popf. poklesy ve vypovedni dynamiSnosti pak davajf „reliefne" vyniknout nezakladovym slozkam.
Jiny jev, rovnez pusobici pfi utvAfeni FPV, je vypovedne dynamicke zkompaktnini vetnych
sloiek. Takove zkompaktnlni vznikA, vytvofi-li se ve vSte — at ui v oblasti zakladove nebo
nezakladove — usek charakterisovany proti ostatnim vetnym 6astem (popf. proti zbyvajici
vetnefiasti)tim, ie se jeho sloiky oo do stupnu vypovedni dynamicnosti od sebe navzAjem velmi
malo liSf. Stoupnuti a poklesy, vyniknuti, jakoz i zkompaktneni jsou jevy, ktere patfi do oblasti
FPV. Je v§ak tfeba je zkoumat ve vztahu k jevum gramatick^m a semantickym.
Takovym zkoumAnim lze zjistit, ie vydelovAni predikacnich kategorii cini za jistych okolnosti z verba finita sloiku ryze pfechoclovou. Tato ryzi pfechodovost slovesa pak vede ve spojeni
s jevy FPV vySe jmenovanymi k takovemu utvAfeni FPV, ie se do jAdrovych oblasti dostavajjcf
se zfetelnym „reliefhim" vyniknutim sloiky nominAbii. Tato skuteftnost mA pomerne znacny
podil na posunu od vyjadfovAni slovesneho k vyjadfovAni jmennemu. Je zcela ve shode s gramatickou stavbou anglifitiny a cefitiny, ie naznacene zpusoby posunu budou daleko hojnejSi
v angli8tine nei v EeStine.
II. Je zcela v souhlase s analytickym charakterem anglicke gramaticke stavby, ie tendence
vydelovat a neopakovat jednotlive vyznamove prvky (gramaticke i lexikalni) vydatne sniiuje
v angliotine po6et slov, ktera se pro svou polymorfematicnost mohou stAt nositeli heterogennich
stupnu vypovedni dynamicnosti. (Srovn. c. Zafehtala se a She gave a neighing laugh. Uvedena
anglicka veta vydeluje zaklad /She/, pfechodovou sloiku /gave/ i jadro /a neighing laugh/;
v jejim ceskem protejSku naproti tomu slovo ,,zafehtala" tlumoti zaklad /-a/, pfechod /-l-/
1 jadro /zafehta-j.) V kladne formulaci to znamenA, ie vydelujici tendence zvySuje pocet vyznamovyoh prvku, ktere mohou fungovat jako samostatna slova, a tak snaze zfetelne reliefhe vynik
nout. To se projevuje zvlASt napadne v tzv. druhe instanci, v nii kaide slovo se muie stAt bud
vlastnim jAdrem, nebo naopak pfejit do vlastniho zAkladu. Skutecnost pak, ie se vydelujici
tendence uplatnuje v angliitine s vets! intenzitou nei v cefitine, pfiepiva k tomu, ie se vyznamovi
sloika anglickeho slovesneho tvaru dostava mene 5asto do vlastniho jadra nei vyznamova sloika
tvaru ceakeho.
Jinym dusledkem velke intenzity, s kterou se \ anglictine projevuje Vydelujici tendence, je to,
ie anglictina proti Cestine durazne usiluje o zfetelne hranice mezi jadrovou a nejadrovou fasti
vety. Toto usili neni nijak v rozporu se zn4mou anglickou tendenci stirat hranice mezi slovnimi
druhy. Naopak, pomerna snadnost, s jakou anglicke sloveso pfeddva svou dejovost jin^m slovnim
druhum, zvl. substantivu a adjektivu, dovoluje, aby anglicke sloveso fungovalo jako ryze pfechodova sloika s malou vypovedni dynamiBnosti, a tak umoinovalo nomin&lnim slozkam pfejimat
funkce jadrove a pfitom zfetelne reliefhe' vyniknout. Souvislost popsaneho zvySeni komunikativni hodnoty anglickych nomindlnich sloiek s posunem od slovesneho k jmennemu vyjadfovani
je zfejma.
III. Posledni kapitola tfeti SAsti pr4ce zkoumA, jak se z uvedenych tfi hledisek ruzne formy
posunu od vyjadfovani slovesneho k vyjadfovdni jmennemu jevi ve vystavbe anglickeho a cesk6ho odstavce. Ukazuje se, ie zvlaste v anglifitine pusobi uvnitf promluvy jisty tlak ve smeru
k nominalnimu vyjadfovini. Tlak je z hlediska FPV tim duraznejSi, cim vice je jadrove sepeti
(vznikajioi v odstavci pusobenim jadrovych sloiek, ktere jsou vlastnimi nositelkami sdeleni)
vytvifeno pomoci sloiek nominalnich. Silna licast nomin&lnich sloiek na tomto sepeti, jak je
tomu v angli6tine, ovSem vydatne — a to z hlediska cele promluvy — pfispiva k oslabeni funkce
slovesa v aktu sdeleni. Zvlastni ulohu pfi vytvafeni jadroveho sepeti, j4drove ,,trasy" uvnitf
odstavce, maji jevy popsane v pfedeSle k^pitole.
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Posun od vyjadfovani edovesneho k yyjadrovani jmennemu je patrny jak v anglifitine, tak
v J5e§tin6. Jde tu vsak o ruzne stupnS. Tento kvantitativni rozdil ve stupnich posunu se projevuje
v kvalitativnim rozdilu mezi strukturou angHStiny a strukturou iestiny. Kvalitativni rozdil
se jevi i v torn, ze vzhledem k 6e5tin6 lze hovofit pfimo o tendenci k vyjadfovani slovesnemu,
ktera posun k vyjadrovani nominalnimu vydatn6 zdrzuje.
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P E 3 K) M E
K B o n p o c y o KOMMyiiHKaTjiBHofi ijeHHocTii onpe«ejiCHHoii (popinw
HOBoaHrjiiiHCitoro

rnarojia

C T a T b H npe^cTaBJiHCT
flajibHCHiiiyio,
TpeTi>K> y w e i a c T b T p y n a , HCcneAyiomero CHBHT OT
l j i a r o j i t H o r o cnoco6a BbipajKCHiia K MineHHOMy B b i p a j K e u u i o . r i e p B a n u a c T b , non Ha3BaHneM

Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the Verb i n English, German a n d Czech
(K

l

KOMMyHHKaTHBnOH (J)yHKU,HH TJiarOJia B aHrjIHHCKOM, HCMCUKOM II i e m C K O M H3MK3X),

noHBHnact B CSOPHHKC Brno Studies in English I, IIpara 1959 r . , d p . 39—63, B T o p a n
iacTb, noA HasBaHHeM More Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the English Verb
(flajibneiiuiHC MLICJIH o KOMMyHHKaTiiBHofi ^ y H K H H H a H i J i H H C K o r o I'Jiaro.na), B C6opHHKe
i p y t t O B 4>HJioco([)CKoro (fianyjibTeTa y u H B e p c H x e T a r . Bpno, 1959, A - 7 , d p . 74—96.
I. ABTOP oCpamaGT BHMManiic na TO, Kau Teii-ieiiuwH K $ o p M a n b H O M y Bw^ejreHHio H HeIIOBTOpeHIlIO HOCHTCJIGH OCHOBHUX npCflHKaTHBHMX K a T e r O p H H (jIHUa, MHCJia, BpeMeHH
H HaKJIOHCHIln) CKaiU.IBaCTCH B OTHOIUeUHH K Onpea,C.ieHHLIM . HBJICHHHM (pyHKIIHOHajIbHOH
n e p c n e K T i m w upcAJioHceHHu ( =
PCMI> HAGT, B OCHOBHOM, O cnoAyiomiix ipaKTax,n o c T o n i i u o AeMOHCTpwpyioniHxcn H a am'jiHHCKOM H 'ICUICKOM MaTepua-'ie B XOAO B c e r o

®nil).

Tpyaa.
(DIM oGpaayeTcn B p c i y j i L T a T e n o B b i m e i m f l H noHnnceniifl KOMMyHHKaTHBHofi

flHHaMHiHOCTH IWieMCHTOB IipeAJIOWeHIlH.
nOBMIIieHHH, BBeHT. IIOHHWCHIlfl KOMMyHHKaTUBHOH
AiiiiaMH'iHocTH o6ycjioBjiHBaioT „ p o a i ) e ^ [ ) H o e O T J i H i e n i i e " HeTeMaTH iecKHX (T. e. He OTH O C f U U J T X C n K TOMO, HJIIf H5C K OCUOBe, K , „ i a H H 0 M y " BCC10 BLICKaSMBaHHH) 3JieMeHTOB.
flpyi'oe i i B j i c i u i c , TUKWC oKasr.iBaiomeo CBoe BjinHHue n a oCpa30BaHiie <l>Iin, — 3TO KOMMJ'HHKaTHBuo-flHiiaMU'iocnoe y n j i o n i e i i H C aneMeHTOB np'ejiJioweHMH. TaKoc y n - n o r a e H H e n p o HCXOAHT T o r j i a , e c j i n B npcAJiojKCHiiii — n y c T b B o6jiacTir TCMM, u y c T i . B o G i i a c T i i Hc-Teinw —
co3naeTCH 0Tpc30K, x a p a K T e p i r s y i o i u i T H c n
B npoTHBonojioJHHOCTt o c T a n t H W M
0Tpe3KaM
n p e f l n o w e H H H (3BCHT. o c T a K i i u e M y c n OTpe3Ky upefljioHteHim) TeM, *JTO KOMnoHeHTbi e r o
Majio OTj-iu'iaioTCH Apyr OT j i p y r a n o CTeneHH KOMMyHHKaTHBHOu AHHaMH<mocTH.~TIoDMniOHHH
H noHHweiiHH, OTHH^icHiin, n a n H ynjioraeHHH — Bee 3TO « B J i e n i i n , OTHOCHIUHCCH K o6jiacTH
( D i m . 0;(Hano HX HVJKHO p a c c M a i p H B a T b BO B3aHM0CBH3ii c r p a M M a T u n c c K H M H H ceinaHTHl

qeCKHMH HBJieHHffMII.
IlyTCM n o ; i p o 6 H o r o p a c c M O T p c H i i n MOJKHO y c T a H O B H T b , <ITO BUflOJieHHe npewuKaTHBUbix
K a T c r o p i i M , i i p u oiipeHe.'icHHbix y c j i o B H f i x , n p c B p a m a e T BcpCyin ipHHHTyM B UHCTO T p a n 3HTHBHMH (T. e. nepCXO;iHl>IH MCHtfly , , A a H H M M " II ,,HOBbIM") SJieMCHT. 3 T a TpaH3HTHBH0CTb,
B c o ' i e T a i m i i c y K a s a i i H t i M i i JJB.TCHHHMH OIHI, BJieieT 3a COOOH T a n o o oipopMJieHiie (DIM,
ITO B oSjiacTb nApa B r . i c K a a u B a i i H n (T. e. peMLi, HJIH >KC „HOBOIO") c OTTCTJIHBLIM ,,pejibe(pHIJM OTJiii'ieiineM' Vnona;uuoT HOMHHajibHMO a.iDMeiiTbi. 9TU jj,eflcTBHTe;ibHOCTb u r p a e T
oTHOCiiTCJibuo 3iia iHTejn.Hyio p o j i b B c « B i u e OTraarojibHOi'ocnocoCa BwpaJKeHiiaK HMeniioMy
Bbipa>KeHHK>. B coBepuieHHOM cooTBGTc.TBiiii c ipaMMaTii'iecKHM CTpoeM aHrauHCKoro II l e m CKOIO fI3bTKOB CTOHT TO, '1T0 OTMeieHHblO CnOCo6tI CflBHra B ani'JIHHCKOM H3LIKe npOHCXOAHT
MHOI'HM Mame, HCM B 'ieuicKOM.
II. Ha caMoii i i p u p o ; u j a n a j i i i T H H e c K o r o x a p a K T e p a a H i j n i u c K o r o rpaMMarauecKoro
C T p o n aauoHOMopno BWTCKaoT, HTO TOHAeiiunn K BHAeTreHino H H e n o B T o p e H H i o oTAOjibHbix
3Ha<IHMI.TX OJIOMOIITOB (ipaMMaTH'ICCKHX H JieKCIf'ieCKHX) CyiUCCTDeHHWM o6pa30M IIOHMH«aeT
B a H r a i i i i c K O M HSMKO KOJIU'ICCTBO CJIOB, KOTopbie Quavonnpfi CBoeMy nojiiiMop({)eMaTii3My
MOIJ'T CTaTb H0CIITCJIJ1MIT lOTCpOieHHLIX CTyneHeH KOMMyHHKaTHBHOH AUHaMH'IHOCTH.
(Cp. >iem. ZafehLala so M She gave a neighing laugh. n p H B e a e m i o e a H r a . npennoMceBHe
Bbiflejiaex ocHOBy [Slic], TpaiiiSJiTMBUMH ajicMeiiT [gave] II n;ipo [a n e i g h i n g l a u g h ] ; B ero
i e u i c K O M cooTBeTCTBiiir, OAiiaKO, B c n o B e , , z a f o h t a l a " OTpawaeTCH ocHOBa [-a], T p a n s u THBHbiH 3JieiacnT [-1] n Hjipo [ z a f e h t a - ] . ) B nojioatiiTejibHOH (|>opMyjnipoBKe 8TO 03HanaeT,
wo
,,Bi>mejinH)iuan" TeiirteniiiiH noiibiuiaeT K0Jin iecTB0 SHaqiiMwx sacMeiiTOB,
KOTopue
cnocoDHbi ^ y H K U H O H H p o B a T L B K a i c c T B C caMOCTOHTejibHwx CJIOB, H , TaKHM o 6 p a s o M , j i e m e
M o r y T pejibe^iHO OTJIMHUTI.CH. OCOCCHHO i i a r j i n j u i o STO CKasbiBaeTCH B T. H a s . BTopofi n u CTaHUHH, rpp jnoSoe CJIOBO MOWDT CTaTb HJIH COGCTBCHHHM HjipoM, HJIH w e , n a o o o p o T ,
nepeiiTH B co6cTBCHHyio ocHOBy (= TeMy) BbicKasbiBamiu. TOT t^am, MTO TeHfleHUHH K B U AejieHHK) 6o;iee HHTCHCIIBHO u p o H B j i H C T c n B aurji. H3LiKe, 'ieM B TCUICKOM, B CBOK oiepeflb.
cnocoffcTByeT TOMy, HTO SHaHMMbiH KOMiiOHeHT a H i j n i f i c K O H r j i a r o j i b H o i i (popMbi MeHee nacTO
n o n a / i a e T B n o 3 n u n i o COGCTBOHHOIO HAP a, neM SHaHiiMLiii KOMnoHeHT 'lemcKOH r j i a r o ^ b H O H
$opMM.
I

l

l

i

flpyiHM

nocjieACTBHeM 6oJibuiofl HHTeHcnBHOCTH, c KOTopofl B a u r j i .

fi3biKe o6Hapy>KH-
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BaeTCH BHrtejIHKHnaH TeHHeHHHH, HBJIH6TCH TO 06cT0HTejIbCTB0, 1TO aHrjIHHCKHH H3KIK
B O T J i n i E e OT l e m c K o r o H a c T O H i H B o CTpeMHTCH K O T i e T J M B O M y pa3M6iKeBaHHK> c o c T a B a
Hflpa npeflJiowcHRH OT cocTaBa He-*mpa. IIono6Hoe CTpeMJieHHe H H K a K He n p o T H B o p e i H T
HBBeCTHOH aHrjIHHCKOH TeHfleHnHH K CTHpaHHHJ T p a H e U M6H«fly l a C T H M H p e i H . H a n p o T H B ,
OTHOCHTCJibHaH j i e r K O C T b , c KOTopofi aHrjIHHCKHH r j j a r o j i nepeflaeT cBoe 3Ha'ieHiie fleHCTBMa
H p y r H M nacTHM peqH, ocooeHHO c y m e c T B H T e j i b H O M y H n p n j i a r a T e j i b H O M y , no3BOJiaeT, <rro6bi
aHrjIHHCKHH r j i a r o j i < £ y H K n n o H M p o B a j i B K a i e c T B e IHCTO T p a H 3 H T H B H o r o ajienieHTa c Majiofi
KOMMVHHKaTHBHOH
JJHHaMH IHOCTbK> H , TUKIIM o6pa30M, CHOCOGCTBOBaJI BbinOJIHeHHIO
HOMHHanbHHMH sjieineHTaMH <£yHKUHn Hflpa B H C K a 3 U B a H H H H OT'ieTJiHBOMy HX pejibe<|iHOMy
BTJIHieHHIO. C B H 3 b OnHCaHHOrO nOBblineHHH KOMMyHHKaTHBHOH UeHHOCTH aHrjIHHCKHX
H O M H H a j i b H u x sjieMGHTOB c o CABHXOM OT raaroJibHoro Btipa>KeHHH K HMeHHOMy B u p a > « e H H i o
oieBHAHa.
III. IIocjieflHHH r u a B a TpeTbeii IUCTH paSoTw nccjieflyeT, K a K H M o6pa30M Ha ocHOBaHHH
y K a 3 a H H L i x T p e x TOTOK 3peHHH pa3Hbie $opM&i cABHra OT r j i a r o n b H o r o Bbipa>KeHHH K HMeH
HOMy BbipaweHHio OTpawaioTCH B n o c T p o e H i i H a n r j i n i i c K o r o H lemcKoro a63an,a. O K a a t i B a e T C H ,
«rro ocooeHHO B a H r n n n c K O M n a t i K e B npeaejiax B c e r o 3aflBjieHiift (T. e. HecKOJibKnx npen-ioweHHH) neflcTByeT o n p e a e j i e H H o e naBjieHHe n o HanpaBjieHHio K HOMiraajibHOMy BwpaweHiiio.
9TO flaBjieHHe, c TOHKH 3peHtin 01111, TeM c n j i b H e e , neia 6ojibine B3aiiMocnaHHnc oTflejibHhix
Hflep (nojiytaiomeecH B a6aaue 6jiaronapH B03fleHCTBnio sjieMeHTOB Hflcp, KOToptie H HBJIHl

K)TCH C06cTBeHHtIMH HOCHTejIHMH C006meHHJl) C03flaeTCH C nOMOHIbK) HOMHHaJIbHblX sjieMeHTOB. B o J i b i n o e y i a c r a e HOMHHajibHbix ajieMeHTOB B TaKOM BsapiMocnaaHHii, K a K 3TO Ha6;noflaeTCH B aHrjiHHCKOM H3HKe, B 3HaMHTejiBHOH Mepe, KOHBHHO, cnocoScTByeT — HMBHHO
c TOHKH 3peHHH Bcero 3aHBJieHHH — ocjia6jieHHio (JiyHKUHH rvrarojia B a m e coo6meHHH.
O c o S y i o p b j i b n p n o6pa30BaHHH B 3 a H M o c n a 3 H H H Hflop, HJIH we „ T p a c c b i " fiflep B npe/jejiax
a63an;a n r p a i O T onncaHHbie B npefluieeTByiomeH r n a B e HBJIGHHH.
CflBnr OT r j i a r o . i b H o r o BtipaJKeHHH K HOMHHajibHOMy BbipaweHiiK) Ha6jiK>naeTCH KaK
B aHrjiHHCKOM, T a K H B HefflCKOM H 3 H K e . OflHaKO Mil HMeeM flejIO C pa3JIHHHLIMH CTeneHHMH
T a K o r o cflBnra. 3TO K a i e c T B e H H o e pa3jra<iHe B CTeneHHX CflBnra OTpastaeTCH B
fcaiecTBeHHOM
pa3JiH»iHH MeHtjry C T p y K T y p o n a H r j i n i i c K o r o H 3 U K a H C T p y K T y p o n i c i n c K o r o H 3 H K a . KaHecTBeHHoe p a 3 j m q n e npoHBJineTCH Tanate B TOM, ITO B O T H o m e H n n q e u i c K o r o H 3 H K a MOWHO
npflMO roBopiiTb o TeHfleHnnn K r j i a r o J i b H O M y cnoco6y B u p a w e H H H , B 3HaiHTejibH0H CTeneHH
TopM03Hmefl HOMHHanbHoe B u p a w e H i i e .
)
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